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Summary

Metagenomic and metatranscriptomic sequencing
was conducted on cyanobacterial mats of the Middle
Island Sinkhole (MIS), Lake Huron. Metagenomic
data from 14 samples collected over 5 years were
used to reconstruct genomes of two genotypes
of a novel virus, designated PhV1 type A and PhV1
type B. Both viral genotypes encode and express
nblA, a gene involved in degrading phycobilisomes,
which are complexes of pigmented proteins that
harvest light for photosynthesis. Phylogenetic analy-
sis indicated that the viral-encoded nblA is derived
from the host cyanobacterium, Phormidium MIS-
PhA. The cyanobacterial host also has two complete
CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats) systems that serve as defence
mechanisms for bacteria and archaea against viruses
and plasmids. One 45 bp CRISPR spacer from
Phormidium had 100% nucleotide identity to PhV1
type B, but this region was absent from PhV1
type A. Transcripts from PhV1 and the Phormidium
CRISPR loci were detected in all six metatranscripto-
mic data sets (three during the day and three at night),
indicating that both are transcriptionally active in

the environment. These results reveal ecological
and genetic interactions between viruses and
cyanobacteria at MIS, highlighting the value of paral-
lel analysis of viruses and hosts in understanding
ecological interactions in natural communities.

Introduction

Bacteria and archaea are some of the most diverse and
abundant organisms on the planet, yet it is estimated that
there are as many as 10 times more viruses (Weinbauer,
2004). Viruses evolve at a rapid rate and strategically
avoid defence systems of their microbial hosts (Samson
et al., 2013). This forces bacteria and archaea to adapt
and drives the evolution of microbial defence mechanisms
in what is often described as a co-evolutionary arms race
(Weinbauer, 2004; Banfield and Young, 2009; Heidelberg
et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009; Avrani et al.,
2011; Kashtan et al., 2014). Understanding the funda-
mental dynamics of microbe–virus interactions, parti-
cularly defence and defence–avoidance systems, has
implications for medicine, industry and environmental
microbiology.

Current studies of environmental microbe–virus inter-
actions are hindered by inherent biological properties and
methodological limitations. The lack of a universally con-
served virus marker gene (Kristensen et al., 2013) to
delineate operational taxonomic units in a phylogenetic
framework precludes the analysis of viral diversity and
community structure in the manner typical of microbial
studies. The classification of viral assemblages is further
complicated by the mosaic and dynamic nature of
viral genomes (Hendrix et al., 1999; Emerson et al.,
2012). Also confounding our understanding of the role of
viruses in overall ecosystem functioning is the challenge
of linking novel viruses to their hosts, which is essential to
assess the impact of viral activity on specific microbial
populations. Towards this goal, lab-based methods have
been developed recently, such as phageFISH (Allers
et al., 2013), digital polymerase chain reaction (Tadmor
et al., 2011) and viral tagging (Deng et al., 2012).
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Metagenomic sequencing can offer further windows into
whole communities of coexisting microbes and viruses
and yield evidence for host–virus links based on
shared gene content (Mizuno et al., 2013), signatures of
nucleotide compositional patterns shared between
viruses and hosts (Andersson and Banfield, 2008; Pride
and Schoenfeld, 2008; Dick et al., 2009) and CRISPR/
cas systems (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated sequences)
(Andersson and Banfield, 2008; Garcia-Heredia et al.,
2012).

CRISPRs are used by many bacteria and archaea as a
mechanism of defence from viruses and plasmids
(Makarova et al., 2006; Barrangou et al., 2007). CRISPRs
are loci in the host genome consisting of short sequences
of viral or plasmid DNA (‘spacers’) (Barrangou et al.,
2007) interleaved between conserved repeat sequences.
Adjacent to these spacer/repeat regions are CRISPR-
associated (cas) genes (Haft et al., 2005) which encode
proteins needed to acquire new spacers from invading
viruses or plasmids (Barrangou et al., 2007; Horvath and
Barrangou, 2010; Paez-Espino et al., 2013; Sun et al.,
2013) and prevent the production of proteins from invad-
ing sources of DNA (Haft et al., 2005; Sorek et al., 2008;
van der Oost et al., 2009; Garneau et al., 2010; Horvath
and Barrangou, 2010). New spacers are acquired from a
region of viral or plasmid DNA referred to as the proto-
spacer and are added to one end of the CRISPR (the
‘leader’ end) upon introduction to viral or plasmid DNA. At
this leader end, spacer content reflects the evolution of
viruses and dynamics of viral communities (Andersson
and Banfield, 2008; Tyson and Banfield, 2008;
Paez-Espino et al., 2013). Spacers on the ‘trailer end’ are
conserved, perhaps reflecting past selective sweeps, and
may guard against reinfection by persistent viruses
(Andersson and Banfield, 2008; Tyson and Banfield,
2008; Heidelberg et al., 2009; Weinberger et al., 2012).
CRISPRs have been found in 40% of sequenced bacteria
and 90% of sequenced archaea (Grissa et al., 2007a).
CRISPRs are present in the majority of cyanobacteria
(86 of 126 genomes), although absent in all but one
member of the widespread marine Prochlorococcus and
Synechococcus subclades (Cai et al., 2013).

Another important interaction between viruses and their
microbial hosts is the exchange of genes. Viruses contrib-
ute to host genome diversification as an agent of lateral
gene transfer (Mann et al., 2003; Lindell et al., 2004;
2005; Anantharaman et al., 2014). The presence of host
genes in viral genomes is thought in some cases to
augment biochemical processes at key metabolic bottle-
necks; such genes are referred to as auxiliary metabolic
genes (AMG) (Breitbart et al., 2007). A wide range of
AMGs involved in photosynthetic processes have been
recovered from the genomes of viruses of cyanobacteria

in various environments (Ignacio-Espinoza and Sullivan,
2012; Hurwitz et al., 2013), including photosystem genes
(Mann et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2006; Sharon et al.,
2009), phycobilin biosynthesis genes (Dammeyer et al.,
2008) and phycobilisome degradation genes (Yoshida
et al., 2008).

The Middle Island Sinkhole (MIS) in Lake Huron, Michi-
gan, USA, hosts cyanobacterial mats in a low-oxygen (O2)
habitat (Ruberg et al., 2008). The mat community is domi-
nated by a single genotype of cyanobacteria that shows
evidence of viral predation pressure (Voorhies et al.,
2012). Because the mats thrive in the presence of low-O2

and a steep gradient of sulfide, this ecosystem is a valu-
able analogue of ancient microbial mat systems that rep-
resent the earliest evidence for life on Earth (Allwood
et al., 2006) and profoundly influenced biogeochemical
cycles in the Precambrian (Hoehler et al., 2001).
Cyanobacterial mats continue to play important ecological
roles on the modern Earth (Golubic and Abed, 2010;
Bolhuis and Stal, 2011), yet little is known about viruses
associated with cyanobacterial mats or their potential
impacts on cyanobacterial diversity and ecological func-
tion. This low-diversity community also offers a system
where viral strain variation can be teased apart with
sequence-based techniques without the need for isolation
and pure culture. Here, we report genome sequences of
the virus PhV1 and document genetic and ecological
interactions with its cyanobacterial host. We find that the
host, Phormidium MIS-PhA, encodes multiple CRISPR
systems, one of which targets one of the PhV1 genotypes.
PhV1 contains a host-derived gene, nblA, which breaks
down major photosynthetic pigment proteins.

Results

Recovery of two circular viral genomes from MIS
metagenomes

A total of 14 MIS cyanobacterial mat samples were col-
lected at seven time points in five different years between
2007 and 2012, including day and night samples in 2011
and 2012 (Table 1). Random shotgun sequencing and de
novo genome assembly were used to recover complete
genomes for two genomic variants of a novel virus, des-
ignated as PhV1 type A and PhV1 type B (Fig. 1). Only
two of fourteen samples (2011-1D and 2011-2N) indepen-
dently yielded complete genomes for both type A and B,
likely due to the significantly larger number of reads avail-
able in those samples (Table 1). Separation of PhV1
genotypes in remaining samples was achieved by
mapping reads from each sample to template sequences
and visually verifying the reads matched to the correct
variant (Fig. S1). Resulting consensus sequences were
used to evaluate the completeness of PhV1 genomes in
each sample (Fig. S2).
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PhV1 genomes assembled into circular chromosomes
with sizes of 45 kb and 41 kb, encoding 62 and 57 pre-
dicted genes in PhV1 type A and B respectively. Annota-
tion revealed primarily conserved genes of unknown
function or completely novel coding regions with no
known homologues; only 9 genes in type A and 10 genes
in type B had predicted functions (Tables S1 and S2). The
two genomes share 81% nucleotide identity, but due to
extensive insertions or deletions, they share only 44
genes (Fig. 1). The genome size and number of coding
genes present in PhV1 is consistent with phage infecting
other Phormidium species, such as cyanophage
Pf-WMP3, a member of the T7 phage supergroup that
infects Phormidium foveolarum and has a 43 kb genome
with 41 genes (Liu et al., 2008). However, it should be
noted that PhV1 and cyanophage Pf-WMP3 do not share
any homologous genes and are genetically unrelated.
Although only two genotypes of PhV1 were abundant
enough to rebuild complete genomes, there is evidence of
other low abundance variants of PhV1 at MIS in the form
of single nucleotide polymorphisms, insertions and dele-
tions (Fig. S3).

A total of 13 PhV1 genes had predicted protein
sequences with greater than 30% amino acid identity to
predicted proteins from a custom database containing all
phage genomes available in the NCBI RefSeq database.
23 PhV1 genes had predicted proteins greater than 30%
amino acid identity to proteins in the Pacific Ocean Virome
(Hurwitz and Sullivan, 2013). The possibility that PhV1 is
a plasmid is unlikely based on lack of signature plasmid
replication or pilus genes (Ma et al., 2012), homologues of
which were found at MIS (data not shown), but not in
either PhV1 genome. Because no universally conserved
plasmid signature genes have been identified, we
searched the NCBI plasmid database for PhV1 gene

homologues. Only seven PhV1 genes had homology to
plasmid genes and all had less than 50% sequence simi-
larity to genes of unknown function that are also present in
genetic elements other than plasmids. The lack of plasmid
signature genes and higher relative similarity of PhV1
genes to viruses than plasmids strongly suggest that
PhV1 is a virus and not a plasmid.

Two lines of evidence indicated that PhV1 targets the
dominant cyanobacterium at MIS, Phormidium sp. MIS-
PhA. First, PhV1 and Phormidium shared tetranucleotide
frequency patterns (Fig. S4), which accurately distinguish
Phormidium from other cyanobacteria at MIS (Voorhies
et al., 2012). Second, the Phormidium MIS-PhA genome
contained a 45 bp segment of DNA with 100% nucleotide
identity to the PhV1 type B genome. This sequence, des-
ignated CRISPR.III-B.spacer1, was flanked by CRISPR
subtype III-B repeats and is part of a complete CRISPR
locus (Fig. 2).

Further, both PhV1 genotypes contained a gene
encoding NblA, a protein that guides the proteolytic deg-
radation of phycobilisomes by the Clp protease during
conditions of nitrogen starvation in cyanobacteria
(Karradt et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2012; Yoshida-
Takashima et al., 2012). Our analysis shows that nblA is
present in 44 of the 83 complete cyanobacterial
genomes in the Integrated Microbial Genomes database
(https://img.jgi.doe.gov/) as of October 2014 (Table S3).
In addition to being present in the viral genomes, nblA
was also present in the host Phormidium genome. Four
distinct versions of NblA were encoded by Phormidium at
MIS, two of which were closely related to those from
PhV1 with 67–69% sequence identity at the amino acid
level (Fig. 3). Our genome-binning method is unable to
resolve whether these nblA copies occur in one genome
or in separate genotypes.

Table 1. Metagenome sample summary.

Sample Fingera Prostrate Matb Day Night
Illumina gDNA Illumina cDNA
Reads Reads

2007-1D x – x – 55 742 528 None
2009-1D – x x – 56 610 020 None
2009-2D x – x – 58 811 950 None
2009-3D x – x – 25 542 490 None
2010-1D x – x – 69 716 858 None
2011-1D – x x – 98 430 946 None
2011-2N – x – x 211 878 358 None
2011-3D x – x – 59 608 800 None
2012-1D x – x – 25 666 608 11 997 534
2012-2D x – x – 41 595 684 14 577 110
2012-3D x – x – 41 318 538 11 524 300
2012-4N x – – x 42 876 682 12 125 414
2012-5N x – – x 38 335 454 12 100 438
2012-6N x – – x 28 207 614 13 079 448

a. Microbial mat structure that is raised off the lake sediments.
b. Microbial mat that lies flat on lake sediments.
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Host defence

Phormidium sp. MIS-PhA was the dominant organism at
MIS and the only cyanobacterium present in all data sets
analysed here. Based on the presence of conserved cas
genes and five conserved signature repeats, Phormidium
sp. MIS-PhA contained two distinct subtype III-B CRISPR
loci (as classified by Makarova et al., 2011a,b), desig-
nated here as Locus1 and Locus2 (Table S4). Although
these two CRISPR loci shared repeats and homologous
cas genes, the cas1 genes shared only 88.7% nucleotide

identity, and the spacers and gene order were distinct
(Fig. 2; Fig. S5). A total of 33 contigs representing these
CRISPR loci – but containing different arrangements of
225 unique spacers – were recovered. Locus1 cas genes
and the most abundant arrangement of spacers were
conserved and were reconstructed for all samples
(Fig. S6).

The abundance of individual spacers and spacer-
containing contigs (henceforth, ‘spacer contigs’) was
highly variable across samples (Fig. 4, Fig. S7). How-
ever, permutational multivariate analysis of variance

Fig. 3. Maximum likelihood tree of
phycobilisome degradation protein NblA from
cyanobacteria and their viruses. Bootstrap
values below 70 have been removed. Blue
text indicates NblA sequences from viral
genomes. Sequences from this study are
indicated with ‘MIS’.

Fig. 4. Heat map of CRISPR III-B spacer abundance across 14 samples from 2007 to 2012. Year and type of sample [day(D)/night(N)] are
indicated on the far left. Columns represent individual spacers, and black vertical lines distinguish groups of spacers with conserved order
assembled to the same ‘spacer contig’.
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(PERMANOVA) showed that the composition of both indi-
vidual spacers and spacer contigs were conserved within
each sampling year (P = 0.005 and 0.001 respectively).
Comparison of spacer content between samples by non-
metric multidimensional scaling confirmed clustering of
samples according to year, with some exceptions, such as
sample 2011-3D (Fig. 5). In some cases, the spacer
content was also highly similar between years (e.g. 2010
and 2011; 2007 and 2009). These trends were also appar-
ent through principal coordinate analysis (Fig. S8).

Average abundance of spacers calculated from assem-
bled spacer contigs was typically similar to average
read abundance calculated from single spacers (Fig. S7),
suggesting that spacers are commonly found in the
conserved order represented by our spacer contigs.
However, several statistical approaches consistently
showed that the composition of individual spacers was
more conserved across samples than the composition of
spacer contigs, indicating variability that was not captured
by the contigs. This included analysis of similarity

(ANOSIM R statistic 0.668, 0.1% significant for individual
spacers; 0.824, 0.1% significant for spacer contigs),
CLUSTER analysis (60% and 40% similarity when compar-
ing individual spacers and spacer contigs respectively;
Fig. 5) and principal coordinate analyses (58.6% and
53.8% of variation between samples explained by the first
axis, which correlated with sample year, for individual
spacers and spacer contigs respectively; Fig. S8).

BLASTN was used to compare the 225 unique spacers
from CRISPR subtype III-B against both genotypes of
PhV1, revealing a single spacer that shares 100%
nucleotide identity with the proto-spacer region of PhV1
type B, and was present in half the samples analysed.
This spacer, designated CRISPR.III-B.spacer1, belongs
to the Phormidium sp. MIS-PhA CRISPR Locus1,
whereas Locus2 does not possess any spacers matching
to either genotype of PhV1. The PhV1 type B proto-spacer
that matches CRISPR.III-B.spacer1 is not present in
PhV1 type A due to a gap in that region of the type A
genome (Fig. 2D).

Fig. 5. Non-metric multidimensional scaling
(nMDS) plots of the similarity of CRISPR
spacer read composition between samples.
A. Similarity of abundance of CRISPR
conserved order ‘spacer contigs’.
B. Similarity of abundance of individual
CRISPR spacers.
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Gene expression of PhV1 and host CRISPR loci

Metatranscriptomic sequencing was performed on six
samples collected in 2012. cDNA reads were mapped to
genome sequences from PhV1 and the Phormidium
CRISPR loci to determine whether these regions were
actively expressing RNA in the environment at the time of
collection. Approximately half of PhV1 genes showed
some level of expression and the most highly expressed
(up to 65× average gene coverage) were from genes
of unknown function (Fig. S9). nblA and a gene with
a predicted peptidoglycan-binding domain were also
expressed in multiple samples, albeit at low levels
(Fig. S9). These results indicate that the PhV1 viruses
were transcriptionally active at the time of sampling.

All six metatranscriptomes from 2012 contained
transcripts from both cas genes and spacer regions
in CRISPR Locus1 (Fig. S10), demonstrating that
Phormidium was actively transcribing its CRISPR loci in
the environment at the time of collection. The spacer/
repeat regions in the Phormidium genome show more
expression than the cas genes themselves in all samples.
A non-coding region directly adjacent to the upstream
series of spacers (located at the ∼ 1500 bp mark in
Fig. S10) was the most highly expressed area of Locus1.
Transcript data were examined for day/night trends
(Figs S9 and S10), but none were detected.

Abundance of viral genotypes and PhV1 targeting
CRISPR spacer across samples

The CRISPR.III-B.spacer1 that matches PhV1 type B was
recovered from 7 out of 14 samples taken from MIS
between 2007 and 2012, including the 2007 sample, one
of the three 2011 samples and five out of six samples from
2012 (Fig. S11). Average read abundance showed a
decline in abundance of PhV1 type B from 2007 to 2011
and an increase in abundance of PhV1 type A from 2011
to 2012, resulting in a shift in PhV1 dominance from type
B to A (Fig. S11). During the same period, the relative
abundance of Phormidium, based on read abundance of
four single-copy housekeeping genes; L2P, L4P, secY
and ychF, was relatively high in 2007–2010, but declined
in 2011–2012. Of the nine samples from 2011 to 2012,
only two samples had Phormidium relative abundances
equivalent to those detected in earlier samples from 2007
to 2010.

Discussion

We used a metagenomic approach to link the dominant
member of a cyanobacterial mat community to a highly
abundant virus that preys upon it. Genome analysis
showed that Phormidium phage MIS-PhV1 contained

genes that are mostly of unknown function and shared no
genes with viruses known to infect Phormidium in other
environments (Liu et al., 2008). No structural gene homo-
logue (e.g. capsid proteins, portal proteins, etc.) was iden-
tified in the PhV1 genomes, precluding suggestions
towards taxonomic classification. Two distinct genotypes
of PhV1 contain large genome rearrangements con-
sisting of insertions, deletions and single nucleotide
polymorphisms, and there is evidence that low abun-
dance genotypes coexist in the environment.

Both genotypes of PhV1 encode NblA, which is used by
cyanobacteria to degrade phycobilisomes (Collier and
Grossman, 1994; Gao et al., 2012; Yoshida-Takashima
et al., 2012). Phycobilisomes are photosynthetic antenna
pigments in cyanobacteria that can account for up to one
half of total soluble protein in a cell (Bogorad, 1975). The
nblA gene is thought to be present in all organisms that
contain phycobilisomes (Luque and Forchhammer, 2008);
our analysis showed that annotated nblAs are present in
approximately half of complete cyanobacterial genomes.
Breakdown of phycobilisomes by NblA in cyano-
bacteria, such as Synechococcus sp. PCC7492, is linked
to N stress (Luque et al., 2001) and may prevent
photodamage during stress or provide resources for the
synthesis of proteins required for adaptation (Karradt
et al., 2008). nblA is also in the genomes of viruses of
Microcystis aeruginosa (Yoshida et al., 2008) and
Planktothrix agardhii (Gao et al., 2012). Although the
benefit of virally encoded NblA is uncertain, it could
provide amino acids for viral replication, or reduce photo-
damage to viral particles during infection (Gao et al.,
2012; Yoshida-Takashima et al., 2012). Photo-damage
may be particularly important for viruses at MIS given the
likely slow host growth and viral reproduction rates.
Although doubling times for Phormidium species at MIS
have not been directly measured, the low temperature of
the MIS sinkhole (perennially 9°C) and the doubling times
of known Phormidium (0.07–0.5 d−1, depending on light
and nutrient availability) (Litchman, 2000; Litchman et al.,
2003) suggest the MIS strains are relatively slow growing.
Because slower host growth is correlated with longer
infection periods (Middelboe, 2000), MIS Phormidium
viruses may experience long latent periods (time between
infection and release of virus progeny), exposing them to
photo-oxidative damage in the intracellular environment
for longer periods of time. The NblA in Microcystis
phages is also expressed during infection of a relatively
slow-growing host (0.12–0.45 d−1) (van der Westhuizen
and Eloff, 1985; Yoshida-Takashima et al., 2012).
In this system, viral-mediated degradation of host
phycobilisomes may improve viral fitness by either damp-
ening host photosynthetic capacity and reducing build-up
of reactive oxygen or by providing macromolecules for
amino acids needed by the phage during replication. The
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link between AMGs and latent period has also been
noted in cyanophage that infect Prochlorococcus and
Synechococcus: cyanophage containing the psbA gene
have longer latent periods (> 8 h) than the one phage that
lacks this gene (Sullivan et al., 2006).

PhV1 nblA clusters phylogenetically with nblA encoded
by the host Phormidium sp. MIS-PhA, suggesting that
nblA was acquired by PhV1 from its host (Fig. 3). This
pattern is consistent with other virus-encoded AMGs
(Breitbart et al., 2007), which are primarily derived from
the host or other bacteria (Ignacio-Espinoza and Sullivan,
2012). However, the nblA found in Microcystis phage
Ma-LMM01 clusters separately from the Microcystis sp.
nblA subgroup (Fig. 3), suggesting a more complex
history of horizontal gene transfer in some cases. The
current lack of available nblA sequences for other
Phormidium species and viruses make definitive determi-
nation of the phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary
history of nblA difficult.

Rearrangements of the PhV1 genome may result in
evasion of CRISPR defences, as suggested in previous
studies of phage–host dynamics in the environment
(Andersson and Banfield, 2008; Tyson and Banfield,
2008; Pride et al., 2011). This form of viral evasion of host
defences differs from experiments in pure cultures, where
rapid point mutation in regions targeted by CRISPRs was
observed within 1 week (Sun et al., 2013). Indeed, PhV1
type B genomic sequences from 2011 to 2012 contained
no conserved mutations in the region targeted by
CRISPR.III-B.spacer1, even though type B persists in the
environment (at reduced abundance) in all 2011–2012
samples. It is unclear whether the sequence conservation
of the proto-spacer region of PhV1 type B was due to
strong positive selection on that viral gene, reflects the
relatively slow host growth rates at MIS, or some other
constraint. Given the high abundance and persistence
of PhV1 and multiple CRISPR/cas systems in the
Phormidium genome, it is also surprising that only one
CRISPR spacer matching PhV1 type B and no spacers
matching PhV1 type A were found. This differs from pre-
vious studies that show rapid spacer acquisition (in as
little as 10 min) upon exposure to new viruses (Barrangou
et al., 2007; Tyson and Banfield, 2008; Sapranauskas
et al., 2011). The lack of observed mutations in the proto-
spacer region of PhV1 and the lack of spacers targeting
the abundant virus PhV1 type A imply a more stable
host–virus dynamic than has been observed in culture
(Barrangou et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2013) or other envi-
ronments (Andersson and Banfield, 2008).

Spacer sequences within the CRISPR system are
acquired sequentially through time and thus provide a
record of exposure to plasmids and viruses (Tyson and
Banfield, 2008). Despite low genomic diversity of the
dominant cyanobacterial population in MIS mats,

Phormidium MIS-PhA (Voorhies et al., 2012), a remark-
ably diverse and temporally variable pool of spacers was
observed (Fig. 4). Spacers of the CRISPR subtype III-B
loci were more consistent within samples collected from
the same year than those between sampling years. A core
set of spacers were present in all samples and probably
provide resistance to ancestral or persistently occurring
viruses (Tyson and Banfield, 2008), whereas less abun-
dant spacers changed in abundance over time and likely
reflect recently acquired spacers. Similarity in read abun-
dance between CRISPR spacer contigs (representing a
conserved spacer order) and individual spacers (which
disregards the order spacers are found in) implied that
most spacers maintain their order over the time scale of
the current study, with a few high abundance spacers
responsible for the majority of difference in spacer content
from sample to sample and year to year. Recent work
showed a strong bias for re-acquisition of spacers from
previously sampled proto-spacers (Paez-Espino et al.,
2013), which may account for the observed highly abun-
dant spacers at MIS.

Metatranscriptomic data revealed that both the virus
and the host CRISPR system were transcriptionally active
in situ. Given the modest sequencing effort and high
diversity of spacers, transcriptomic coverage was not suf-
ficient to investigate the expression of individual spacers.
The most highly expressed portion of the Phormidium
CRISPR/cas system was a non-coding region adjacent to
the spacers. This region may represent a regulatory non-
protein-coding small RNA, which have been identified
at high frequencies in other environmental microbial
metatranscriptomes and have been implicated in regula-
tory functions based on their proximity to regulatory genes
(e.g. for carbon metabolism and nutrient acquisition) and
lack of protein coding (Frias-Lopez et al., 2008; Gilbert
et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2009).

During the course of this study, we observed a consist-
ent shift in the abundance of PhV1 genotypes (Fig. S11).
The correlated reversal of abundance of PhV1 genotypes
is consistent with higher relative fitness of PhV1 type A
due to evasion of Phormidium CRISPR defence through
absence of the proto-spacer region in the type A genome.
Indeed, increased abundance of PhV1 type A in 2011 and
2012 correlates with a severe decrease in abundance of
Phormidium in seven out of nine samples. These correla-
tions are consistent with a ‘Kill-the-Winner’ scenario
(Thingstad, 2000; Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009) in which
viruses target the dominant organism, causing its abun-
dance to decrease. Such viral activity could promote
increased diversity of cyanobacteria within the MIS micro-
bial mats, where this phage-promoted diversity may mani-
fest at fine phylogenetic scales (Rodriguez-Valera et al.,
2009; Kashtan et al., 2014). However, the diversity of MIS
cyanobacterial communities is likely shaped by a balance
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between top-down controls (e.g. predation, viruses) and
bottom-up controls (e.g. nutrients, growth rates), and
there may be positive feedback loops that enable
Phormidium populations to retain their dominance, as
proposed in the ‘King of the Mountain’ hypothesis
(Giovannoni et al., 2013).

This study linked an abundant virus to its cyan-
obacterial host using metagenomic sequence data, yield-
ing insights into viral ecology and host interactions in a
cyanobacterial mat. Time series data showed that the
PhV1 viruses were a persistent and transcriptionally
active component of the MIS cyanobacterial mat commu-
nity over the course of 5 years. The abundance and per-
sistence of viruses carrying genes for the degradation
of a major cyanobacterial pigment underscores the high
potential of viruses to influence elemental cycling within
cyanobacterial mats. The discovery of viral NblA genes in
a benthic cyanobacterial microbial mat also reveals a
parallel with viruses of the toxin-producing and bloom-
forming P. agardhii and M. aeruginosa. That virus-
mediated phycobilisome degradation occurs in such
distinct cyanobacterial taxa and habitats suggest that it
may be a common feature of virus–cyanobacteria inter-
actions. In the modern world, cyanobacterial mats persist
and play important ecological roles largely where grazing
pressure is reduced due to extreme environmental condi-
tions that exclude animals (Stal, 2012). On the early
Earth, prior to the evolution of animals and when
cyanobacterial mats were widespread, the impact of
viruses on cyanobacterial mats and therefore global
biogeochemical cycling may have been substantial. Thus,
quantifying the effect of viruses on the biogeochemical
cycling and diversity of cyanobacterial mats in modern
analogues of Precambrian cyanobacterial mat systems is
an important future goal.

Experimental procedures

Sampling and sample preparation

Microbial mat samples were collected from MIS aboard
the R/V Storm by NOAA divers between 2007 and 2012.
DNA was extracted from whole mats and processed (without
amplification) for metagenomic shotgun pyrosequencing as
previously described (Voorhies et al., 2012). RNA was
extracted from 2012 samples, converted to cDNA, and ampli-
fied for sequencing as previously described (Frias-Lopez
et al., 2008). All samples available and preserved in RNA
later from MIS were used for metagenomic analysis to maxi-
mize sample time points.

Sequencing, assembly, and annotation

Specific parameters for all bioinformatics software can be
found in Table S5.

A total of 14 environmental samples (Table 1) were shotgun
sequenced on an Illumina Hi Seq 2000 instrument producing

paired end reads at the University of Michigan DNA Sequenc-
ing Core. Assembly of Illumina shotgun reads was achieved
by running three independent VELVET (Zerbino and Birney,
2008) assemblies for each sample with kmer values of 91, 75
and 61 which were then edited with METAVELVET (Namiki et al.,
2012) and combined using the SAMTOOLS (Li and Durbin,
2009; Li et al., 2009) function minimus2. Reads files were
dereplicated prior to assembly to remove reads with 100% ID
and overlap, and trimmed based on quality scores before
assembly.

Separate assemblies were performed for each of the 14
samples, and contiguous sequences from all 14 samples
were combined using minimus2 to identify regions of
interest, such as CRISPR loci or viral genomes that were
present in multiple samples. Reads from each sample were
then mapped back onto the templates using GENEIOUS

(Biomatters, 2013) (http://www.geneious.com) to create
sample specific sequences from the consensus. Assemblies
were validated against the previous 454Ti assembly
(Voorhies et al., 2012), and through extensive manual
curation using the genomic viewers the INTEGRATED GENOME

VIEWER (IGV) (Robinson et al., 2011) and GENEIOUS to visual-
ize reads mapped onto contigs using the BURROWS-WHEELER

ALIGNER (BWA) (Li and Durbin, 2009). Gene calling and anno-
tation was performed by the Joint Genome Institute’s Inte-
grated Microbial Genomes Expert Review portal (https://
img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi), and gene calling was
confirmed using PRODIGAL (Hyatt et al., 2010). The functional
annotations of specific genes of interest were verified manu-
ally using BLASTP to the NR, COG, KEGG and Pfam data-
bases, with cut-offs of 150 bitscore, and 60% sequence
identity. E-values were not used as a cut-off, but all matches
had e-values less than 10−30.

Estimating viral and bacterial abundance

Genomic DNA and cDNA read abundance was calculated by
first mapping reads to regions of interest in BWA, and then
extracting those reads into a new fastq file. The selected
reads were then competitively mapped to genomic templates
using GENEIOUS (reads with multiple 100% matches were
mapped to all possible regions). Separation of different
strains of PhV1, and CRISPRs in the Phormidium genome,
were performed visually in GENEIOUS based on read coverage
and single nucleotide polymorphism patterns. Read abun-
dances were normalized by dividing the number of reads
attained per sample, and then averaged over the length of the
gene or genome. See Table 1 for sample sizes.

Multivariate statistics

Multivariate statistics were conducted in PRIMER v6 (Clarke
and Gorley, 2006) to visualize and analyse the differences in
spacer and contig composition in samples from 2007 through
2012. Normalized spacer abundances and normalized contig
abundances were fourth root transformed to de-emphasize
the most abundant sequences, and then rank similarity matri-
ces were calculated with the Bray–Curtis similarity metric. A
one-way analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) with year as the
main factor was then calculated with 999 permutations to
retrieve the R statistic for community similarity between years
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(Clarke, 1993). The ANOSIM R statistic ranges from 0 to 1,
with values closer to 1 indicating larger differences and
values closer to 0 indicating more similarity. Hierarchical clus-
tering, using the group average method, was calculated to
visualize the natural grouping of samples. Non-metric multi-
dimensional scaling (NMDS) plots and principal coordinates
analyses were created to further visualize differences in the
composition of spacers and contigs within and between
sampling dates. The multivariate adaptation of ANOVA,
PERMANOVA (Anderson, 2001), was then calculated with
year as the main factor and Monte Carlo simulations to test
the difference between individual spacer and spacer contig
abundance across years.

Phylogenetic analyses

Protein sequences were globally aligned with the GENEIOUS

alignment tool using a Blosum62 cost matrix. A maximum
likelihood tree was created using PHYML (Guindon and
Gascuel, 2003) using the Jones, Taylor, and Thornton (JTT)
substitution model and were bootstrapped 5000 times; only
values of > 70 are reported on the tree.

Viral identification

Potential viral sequences were searched with BLASTP

(minimum sequence identity of 30% and minimum bitscore of
50) against two custom databases. E-values were not used
as a cut-off, but e-values of positive hits were less than 10−5.
One of the databases was created using all available com-
plete phage genomes available on NCBI’s RefSeq (as of
June 2013), with all non-phage sequences (mostly eukaryotic
viruses) removed. The second was a curated database of
genes found in viral metagenomes (‘The Pacific Ocean
Virome’; Hurwitz and Sullivan, 2013). MIS sequences were
also compared with a custom database created using all
plasmid sequences available on NCBI’s RefSeq as of June
2013.

CRISPR identification

CRISPR sequences were identified using CRISPR FINDER

ONLINE (Grissa et al., 2007b) and cas genes were identified
using a combination of BLAST and CRISPRdb (Grissa et al.,
2007a). CRISPR spacers and repeats on contigs with cas
genes were searched using BLASTN against all metagenomic
samples (up to one mismatch over 100% of the spacer/
repeat) to identify contigs with valid CRISPRs that contain
valid spacer sequences, but lacked cas genes due to incom-
plete assembly. Cas genes were identified using BLASTP

against a custom database comprising known cas genes
from NCBI’s RefSeq and cas genes described by Makarova
and colleagues (2011b).

Data access

The sequence data from this study have been submitted
to NCBI (http://www.ncbinlm.nih.gov/bioproject) under
BioProject identifier PRJNA72255. Individual accession

numbers for reads from the 14 metagenomic samples depos-
ited in NCBI’s Sequence Read Archive can be found in
Table S6. Accession numbers for assembled and annotated
sequences from MIS can be found in Table S7. Accession
numbers for non-MIS NblA sequences can be found in
Table S8.
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version of this article at the publisher’s web-site:

Fig. S1. Screen captures from Geneious showing reads
mapped to PhV1.TypeA. Highlighted bases denote deviation
from the template sequence; red arrow denotes low abun-
dance genomic variant matching the template.
Fig. S2. Reads from each sample were mapped to consen-
sus sequences of PhV1 genotypes to evaluate genome com-
pleteness in each sample. (A) reads mapped to PhV1 type A,
(B) reads mapped to PhV1 type B. Green: genes which could
be annotated, orange: hypothetical genes present in NR with
no annotation, blue: region that matches a CRISPR III-B
spacer, grey: regions with read coverage, black: regions
lacking read coverage.
Fig. S3. Screen captures from Geneious showing multiple
genomic variants whose reads mapped to PhV1.TypeA.
(A–C) Multiple SNP patterns, (D) insertions or deletions.
Highlighted bases denote deviation from the template
sequence.
Fig. S4. Self organizing ESOM map of the MIS mat commu-
nity. Each data point represents a 5-kb sequence fragment
that has been spatially clustered according to tetranucleotide
frequency. Sequences from Phormidium are shown in orange
and those from PhV1 are shown in red. Data points from
reference genomes included as internal standards and other
metagenomic contigs are included but with minimized size

because they are not relevant to the current study. To visu-
alize genomic bins, the background color represents the
euclidean tetranucleotide distance between data points as
shown in the legend. Hence, bins appear as green areas and
borders between bins appear as brown or white areas. Note
the right and left edges, as well as the top and bottom edges,
are contiguous.
Fig. S5. Nucleotide alignment of the Phormidium Type III-B
CRISPR region from Locus 1 and Locus 2. Purple: CRISPR
repeats with spacers located between repeats, grey: areas of
nucleotide agreement, black: nucleotide disagreement.
Fig. S6. Nucleotide alignment of Phormidium CRISPR
subtype III-B Locus1 showing sequence conservation in each
of the 14 samples. Green: genes which could be annotated,
orange: hypothetical genes present in NR with no annotation,
purple: CRISPR repeats with spacers located between
repeats, grey: regions of nucleotide agreement.
Fig. S7. CRISPR subtype III-B individual spacer and con-
served order ‘spacer contigs’ normalized average read abun-
dance.
Fig. S8. Multivariate analysis of CRISPR spacer contigs and
individual spacers. (A) Principal coordinate analyses of
CRISPR spacer contigs by year, (B) principal coordinate
analyses of individual CRISPR spacers by year, (C) group
average analysis of CRISPR spacer contigs by year, (D)
group average analysis of individual CRISPR spacers by
year.
Fig. S9. cDNA from 2012 samples mapped to PhV1. Note
that peaks range from 1× to 65× coverage. (A) PhV1 type A;
(B) PhV1 type B. Green: genes which could be annotated,
orange: genes with no known function, red: novel genes,
blue: region that matches a CRISPR III-B spacer.
Fig. S10. cDNA from 2012 samples mapped to CRISPR
Locus1 . (A) Sample 2012-1D, (B) sample 2012-2D, (C)
sample 2012-3D, (D) sample 2012-4N, (E) sample 2012-5N;
(F) sample 2012-6N, Green: genes which could be anno-
tated, orange: hypothetical genes, purple: CRISPR repeats,
with spacers located between repeats. Grey boxes under
peaks: individual reads with window cut off at 3× read depth.
Fig. S11. Normalized gDNA read abundance of Phormidium
and viruses PhV1 type A and B in each sample. (A) abun-
dance of virus PhV1 type A and B based on reads mapped to
each genome, (B) abundance of Phormidium based on reads
mapped to four different single copy housekeeping genes.
Blue background shows samples that contain CRISPR.III-
B.spacer1 that matches PhV1.TypeB. Samples collected
during the day are indicated by D and samples collected at
night are indicated by N.
Table S1. PhV1.TypeA annotations.
Table S2. PhV1.TypeB annotations.
Table S3. Occurrence of NblA proteins in finished
cynanobacterial genomes.
Table S4. II-B CRISPR repeats.
Table S5. Parameters used for bioinformatics software.
Table S6. Sample read accession information.
Table S7. Sequence accession information.
Table S8. Accession numbers for NblA tree.
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